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We propose a measurement protocol to generate quantum entanglement between two remote
qubits, through joint homodyne detection of their spontaneous emission. The entanglement yield
corresponds to our ability to erase the emission source information by using a balanced beam splitter,
and choosing a particular phase relationship between the quadratures we monitor at each output.
We investigate the diffusive quantum trajectories from this process, and predict that such a scheme
can create maximally–entangled states of the two qubits, when the local oscillators are 90◦ out of
phase.
Continuous monitoring of quantum systems, to gener-
ate stochastic quantum trajectories (SQTs), has become
a widespread technique over the past decade [1–14], due
in large part to the development of quantum limited am-
plifiers [15–18] which have enabled experiments in this
area. Of particular interest for our current purposes is
the progress in obtaining (diffusive) quantum trajectories
by homodyning or heterodyning a qubit’s spontaneous
emission [19–27], and in using continuous measurements
to generate entanglement [28–36]. A key ingredient in
any of these entanglement schemes is that different two–
qubit basis states are indistinguishable as per the relevant
measurement outcomes, such that the qubits are entan-
gled by the measurement.
There has also been considerable recent work concern-
ing the entanglement of spatially–separated atoms or
spins by making joint photodetection measurements of
their fluorescence [37–48]; such methods have been lever-
aged to realize loophole free Bell tests [49], Bell state
measurements are a key ingredient in many proposed de-
signs for quantum repeaters [50], and studying the entan-
glement properties of pairs of fluorescing atoms generally
has led to many fundamental insights [51, 52]. Stud-
ies of entanglement by continuous monitoring with dif-
fusive trajectories have relied on dispersive parity mea-
surements rather than fluorescence–based monitoring; to
our knoweldge, measurement–induced entanglement with
fluorescence has only been carefully studied with pho-
todetection (which generates jump trajectories when ap-
plied continuously), but other types of fluorescence mea-
surements on single qubits, yielding diffusive trajectories,
have now been routinely demonstrated experimentally
using superconduncting transmon qubits. Thus the ques-
tion we raise and answer in this letter emerges straight-
forwardly: can continuous joint homodyne or hetero-
dyne measurements of two qubits’ fluorescence lead to
the creation of entangled states between those qubits?
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FIG. 1. Measurement schematics: (a) Photodetection mea-
sures the photon number at outputs 3 and 4. (b) Balanced
homodyne detection at both outputs (all beamspliters are
50/50) mixes the signal with a strong coherent state LO, and
then monitors one quadrature, squeezing out the other. For
simplicity across both measurement schemes, we introduce
some phase plates at each beamsplitter output; we assume
that all path lengths are equal, so that θ and ϑ completely
characterize the phase relationships between signal beams and
LOs. For the homodyne measurements, we could equivalently
change the LO phases instead of the signal phases; the present
convention is simply a matter of notational convenience.
We imagine that our two qubits are placed in spatially
separated superconducting cavities, such that they emit
into a cavity mode and transmission line as in exist-
ing experiments [21–26], and that the fluorescence is
mixed on a beamsplitter prior to measurement (as in the
known fluorescence–based entanglement schemes which
rely on photodetection to perform a Bell–state measure-
ment, shown in Fig. 1). Emission of the photon into a
transmission line, rather than free space, results in a high
collection efficiency.
We use a model as in Refs. [20, 27] to describe spon-
tanteous emission and the change of qubit state. The
qubit A and the cavity output mode it is coupled with,
initially in vacuum, evolve after a time interval dt from
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2state |Ai〉 = |01〉 ⊗ (ζ |e〉+ φ |g〉) to
|Af 〉 =
√
1− ζ |0e〉+ φ |0g〉+√ζ |1g〉 , (1)
for  = γdt, and similarly for qubit B and associated cav-
ity mode initially in state |Bi〉 = |02〉⊗(ξ |e〉+ϕ |g〉). We
suppose a qubit naturally emits into its cavity at rate
γ = 1/T1, and that the measurements are fast (i.e. that
  1, or dt  T1 is the shortest timescale in our prob-
lem, and well–separated from the others in play). The
complex amplitudes ζ and φ specify an arbitrary pure
initial state for the qubit in cavity A, and likewise for
ξ and ϕ with respect to the qubit in cavity B. We can
combine a pair of state update expressions like (1) with
tensor products, such that the corresponding two–qubit
state update goes as
|ψdt〉 =

1−  0 0 0√
(1− )a†2
√
1−  0 0√
(1− )a†1 0
√
1−  0
a†1a
†
2
√
a†1
√
a†2 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

ζξ
ζϕ
φξ
φϕ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
|ψ0〉
(2)
in the (|ee〉 , |eg〉 , |ge〉 , |gg〉) basis, where a vacuum state
in both beamsplitter inputs |0102〉 is assumed (not yet
traced or projected out to leave only the qubit states),
but not explicitly notated. Operators a† create photons
in the cavity output modes, e.g. a†1 |0102〉 = |1102〉. We
have assumed that our two qubits have the same fluores-
cence rate γ into their respective cavities for simplicity.
Kraus operators implementing two–qubit state up-
dates for particular measurement schemes are obtained
by doing suitable projections of M onto optical states,
after the spatial modes 1 and 2 are mixed on the beam-
splitter. We also draw two phase plates after each port
of the beam splitter, which will play the role of turn-
ing knobs to select the quadrature of the light that will
be measured. In the end, the input and output light
modes are linked according to a unitary transformation
a†1 =
1√
2
(a†3e
iθ + a†4e
iϑ) and a†2 =
1√
2
(a†3e
iθ − a†4eiϑ).
In practice, tuning the phases of the LOs, rather than
that of the signal, will likely be easier, and is an en-
tirely equivalent operation. As an example, photodetec-
tion could be modeled by considering a set of operators
Mnm = 〈n3m4|M |0304〉, where |n〉 and |m〉 are Fock
states, and a complete set of photodetection outcomes
(numbers of photons arriving at a detector) possible at
each timestep are considered; such operators are POVM
elements, i.e. we have
∑
nmM†nmMnm = I. Homodyne
measurement at both outputs involves interfering the sig-
nal beams with a strong coherent state local oscillator
(LO), and effectively projecting signal onto a particular
field quadrature (and squeezing out the other). This can
be modeled by operatorsM34 = 〈X3X4|M |0304〉, where
the states |X〉 are eigenstates of a quadrature operator
Xˆ = (a+ a†)/
√
2 [4, 6]. The particular values of X3 and
X4 obtained in any given timestep are stochastic, cre-
ating the measurement records. Such a set of operators
are also complete, in that
∫
dX3 dX4M†34M34 ∝ I. The
state can be updated as per [53]
ρ(t+ dt) =
M34ρ(t)M†34
tr
(
M34ρ(t)M†34
) , (3)
conditioned on the measurement outcomes X3 and X4,
where ρ is the two–qubit density matrix, and the out-
comes are drawn from a distribution ℘(X3, X4|ρ) =
tr(M34ρ(t)M†34) which is approximately Gaussian in
both variables. It is possible to express these dynam-
ics in terms of a markovian stochastic master equation
[8], which is equivalent to the formulation shown here to
O(dt). Additional details and derivations are provided in
the extended version of these results [54] and in [27].
Photodetection events can project separable two–qubit
states onto Bell states when a detector clicks, as un-
derstood from prior theory and experiments [37–39, 41–
44, 47, 48]. In this case, the 50/50 beamsplitter shown in
Fig. 1 makes it impossible for a photo-counter to provide
information about which qubit emits a photon, such that
e.g. |ee〉 is projected onto a Bell state 1√
2
|eg〉 ± 1√
2
|ge〉
when a click is registered at output 3(+) or 4(−). Even-
tually a second photon will emerge in this scenario, and
destroy the entangled state, with the qubits jumping to
|gg〉. We cannot know from which qubit the second pho-
ton came any more than the first, but interference effects
present in our model dictate that the sequential pair of
clicks must occur on the same detector in any given real-
ization. The average evolution of the concurrence [55] as
a function of time can be determined analytically in this
case, and reads
C¯(t) = 2e−γt(1− e−γt). (4)
Further details and simulations of photodetection scenar-
ios can be found in [54].
With that background, we can proceed to discuss our
main result; ideal homodyne detection, described by (3),
generates two–qubit entanglement as well. Unlike with
the photodetection case however, the ability of a pair
of quadrature measurements to erase information about
which qubit is emitting a particular signal depends on
the phases θ and ϑ. This is apparent if we consider a
probability density in terms of the quadrature readouts
X3 and X4
℘ = |〈X3X4|ψ3,4〉|2
∝ e−X23−X24 (X23 +X24 ± 2X3X4 cos(θ − ϑ)) . (5)
The state |ψ3,4〉 = 1√2eiθ |1304〉 ± 1√2eiϑ |0314〉 represents
the optical state in modes 3 and 4, where + denotes the
case where a single photon entered the beamsplitter from
port 1 (with certainty), and − corresponds to the case
3ϑ− θ = 90◦
ϑ− θ = 60◦
ϑ− θ = 45◦
ϑ− θ = 30◦
ϑ− θ = 0◦
(b)
(a)
FIG. 2. We show the concurrence as a function of time, both
for individual trajectories and averaged from an ensemble of
them, as obtained from simulation of the double homodyne
measurement depicted in Fig. 1(b). The initial state is |ee〉
for all trajectories. In (a) we show the average (dark blue)
over individual stochastic trajectories for the settings θ = 0◦
and ϑ = 90◦. A pale blue envelope of ± one standard devi-
ation surrounds the average. We see that some trajectories
do much better than the average, with many reaching maxi-
mal entanglement C = 1. The average concurrence from the
comparable photodetection case (4) (dotted red) is found to
be in good agreement with the homodyne case. In (b) we
plot the average concurrence from simulations, with different
relationships between the phases θ and ϑ; this demonstrates
how the entanglement yield is affected by changing the rela-
tive phases of the two homodyne measurements. The optimal
choice (dotted black, or the top panel) makes it impossible for
inferences about the photon source to be drawn from the mea-
surement record (the which–path information is erased), while
the least–optimal choice (orange) maximizes the amount of
information available about the photon source, and destroys
any possibility of entanglement genesis entirely.
where it entered from port 2 (with certainty). When the
± distributions do not overlap completely, it is possible
to make some inference about the which–qubit origin of
different contributions to the signal based on the device
readouts. This is however impossible when θ and ϑ are
90◦ out of phase, such that cos(θ − ϑ) = 0 and the dis-
tributions overlap completely. Thus, we can erase the
which–path information in a homodyne measurement by
choosing the quadratures we measure at each output to
be 90◦ apart. It is possible to compute the concurrence
after one timestep analytically, and we find that the con-
currence ofM34 |ee〉 goes like C ∝ |e2iϑ−e2iθ|; this shows
that some entanglement is generated deterministically
from |ee〉 in the first timestep (there is no dependence
on X3 and X4 in this expression), and that the amount
of concurrence generated in this manner is maximized by
choosing |θ − ϑ| = 90◦ and thereby insuring the mea-
surement erases which–path information. This optimal
choice of quadratures corresponds to making an Einstein–
Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) measurement [56] on the opti-
cal modes, e.g. we measure X3|θ=0 = (X1 + X2)/
√
2,
and X4|ϑ=90◦ = (a†eiϑ + ae−iϑ)/
√
2|ϑ=90◦ = P4 =
(P1 − P2)/
√
2. Following this line of reasoning we can
see that the entangling effect of the measurement can
be understood as an entanglement swapping operation,
where we begin with entanglement between each qubit
and its optical mode, and swap it to appear between
the two qubits instead. This interpretation has been ap-
plied in the context of such measurements before [57],
and circuit implementations moving towards such capa-
bilities in the microwave regime have been proposed and
realized [35, 58]. Note that a heterodyne measurement,
i.e. one where we monitor both quadratures at each out-
put, rather than only one quadrature at each output,
does not allow us to erase our which–path information;
the optical states prepared by such a heterodyne mea-
surement are separable, and do not perform any entan-
glement swapping or generate any subsequent two–qubit
entanglement. The details of this less–interesting case
are left to the supporing manuscript [54].
These points can be confirmed and extended by sim-
ulating SQTs under the continuous homodyne measure-
ment dynamics. The concurrence of simulated individual
trajectories and ensembles are shown in Fig. 2. We see
that diffusive trajectories originating from |ee〉 do indeed
gain concurrence deterministically early in the simula-
tion, before diffusing apart based on different measure-
ment records. For an optimal choice of quadratures, some
trajectories reach the maximum C = 1 in their evolu-
tion, and the average concurrence follows an evolution
numerically close to the photodetection case, to within
a few percent at all times. Thus this measurement can
generate enough entanglement to be operationally use-
ful, allowing us to probabilistically prepare maximally–
entangled states by post–selecting on the C ≈ 1 trajec-
tories. Tuning the measurement quadratures away from
the optimal |θ−ϑ| = 90◦ preserves the shape of the curve
(4) for SQTs originating from |ee〉, but attenuates it, to
the point where no two–qubit entanglement whatsoever
is generated for the worst case θ = ϑ.
Contrary to the setups generating entanglement from a
dispersive parity measurement or from photon-counting,
the entangled states generated by the process under
study are not necessarily one of the four Bell states in the
4B C E
FIG. 3. We show histograms of the amplitudes B, C, and E defined in (6), as obtained from simulations initialized at |ee〉,
with θ = 0 and ϑ = 90◦. The distributions represent the states that occur in the first timestep for which successful trajectories
exceed C = 0.999 in their evolution; the states of 100,000 such trajectories are used to generate the histograms shown. All
y–axes show normalized counts. We see symmetric distributions of C and E, such that the entire range of C, E, and B > 0 is
explored, and single most–likely state is denoted by B = 1.
computational basis. At the times our diffusive quantum
trajectories reach maximal concurrence, evolving from an
initial state |ee〉 with θ = 0 and ϑ = 90◦, the two–qubit
state can be in a superposition |ψ〉 =
B√
2
(|ee〉 − |gg〉) + C√
2
(|eg〉+ |ge〉) + i E√
2
(|eg〉 − |ge〉) (6)
of several Bell states, which has B,C,E ∈ R with B > 0,
and is still maximally entangled. The distribution of
these maximally entangled states, at the first time–step
in which successful trajectories reach C > 0.999, is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. We emphasize however that the knowl-
edge of the readout and qubit spontaneous emission rate
is enough to perfectly track the two-qubit state and its
concurrence, making the post-selection realistic. In this
sense, the entangling operation we propose is heralded.
We have proposed a novel method of jointly monitor-
ing the fluorescence of two qubits in spatially–separated
cavities, involving a homodyne measurement of two fluo-
rescence signals after they are mixed on a beamsplitter.
Such measurements on single qubits have recently been
realized in the laboratory [19–26]. The degree to which
our proposed joint measurement can distinguish which
qubit makes particular contributions to the monitored
signals is based on the phase relationship between the
quadratures monitored at each output, and is thus com-
pletely tunable. From previous works considering circuit
QED implementations of continuous measurement–based
entanglement schemes, it is clear that making certain
states indistinguishable with respect to the measurement
used is a key to entanglement generation. In parity mea-
surements, utilizing either two qubits in a single cavity
[31], or a pair of cavities probed dispersively in series
[32–34, 36], this means that a certain parity outcome su-
perposes a pair of two–qubit states which it cannot dis-
tinguish. When the cavities/emitters are in parallel, as
in Fig. 1 or similar [35, 37–39, 41, 43, 44, 47], this princi-
ple is manifest in erasing the source of any given signal,
as we have discussed above. The entanglement genera-
tion mechanism in schemes with a parallel device geom-
etry, particularly when monitoring spontaneous emission
(again, see Fig. 1), is surprising; the qubits emit photons
which go to a detector, and the emitters become entan-
gled without ever having directly interacted, and without
any obvious direct physical or causal connection whatso-
ever. Yet, by carefully choosing the kind of information
we collect (i.e. engineering our ignorance in a particular
way), we can establish useful coherent quantum (anti–
)correlations between our emitters. The scheme we have
here proposed is a new implementation of these concepts,
using the language of stochastic quantum trajectories; in-
stead of jumping to an entangled state by making pho-
todetections, we are able to continuously make an EPR–
like measurement such that concurrence between a pair
of remote emitters grows diffusively.
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